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HOMESCHOOL HAPPENINGS
 The essence of home education is
to provide children with a multitude
of opportunities to explore, create
and engage in things that help
them seek their passions, interests,
and special aspects of their unique
family heritage.
With the "good-to-go" from my
husband's work, we are headed to
Colombia, my home country, for a
month of immersion in the culture
and the language. We are feeling
blessed beyond measure!

NEWEST RELEASE

Our newest release: LA COSECHA or Harvest in English was designed to get your family
out in nature to enjoy the beautiful autumn landscape, practice core concepts, and
have fun exploring together. As always, the main goal is to practice the Spanish
language on a regular basis and together as a family. Learn more here

“I’m so glad I live in a world where there are Octobers.”L.M.Montgomery

https://cedarhillkids.com/product/la-cosechaharvest-time/
https://cedarhillkids.com/product/la-cosechaharvest-time/


THE MEANING OF PURPOSE

The Webster's Dictionary defines PURPOSE as the reason
why something is done or used : the aim or intention of
something. The feeling of being determined to do or
achieve something. The aim or goal of a person. In other
words what a person is trying to do, become, etc.

Hopegrows.net explains how Spiritual purpose is not
connected to anything material;  Rather, a spiritual
purpose is about establishing a set of values, principles and
beliefs that give life meaning to you, and then using them
to guide the decisions and actions you take. 

The word that I chose for this year was discipline, and that
tiny word has been in my mind for the last ten months
helping me stay focused. As we are coming closer to the
last months of the year I want to keep up the work but I
want to think about MY PURPOSE. What are my priorities?
What am I working towards? I want to keep moving
forward with purpose in mind. One of them- in my case- is
raising bilingual kids, how about you?

WHAT I'M READING

I have been reading this book for a
couple months now and it has been  
LIFECHANGING. If you are a believer
and want to arm yourself for the
world that we live in to become a
better mama bear, this is the book
for you. if you follow me on IG, I will
be reviewing this book in the
upcoming weeks. Stay tuned! 
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BILINGUAL CORNER

Play "Yo veo" or "I Spy" (Plan ahead by
writing down a list of 10 or more words,
translate if needed, read them with
your child and, practice
pronunciation.)
Practice counting objects: twigs, rocks,
shells, bugs, etc.
Nature journaling: write down parts of
an object in Spanish.
Use activities from one of your favorite
unit studies!

Spanish in Nature: I have found that
hiking and exploring nature opens up a
big opportunity for families to connect
and practice the Spanish language. 

Here are some ideas of what to do to
make the most out of your time in nature:

SPANISH READALOUD

This is a beautiful story that make a
relation between a growing child
and a growing tree. It weaves
together the strength of both
children and trees– both begin
small, and grow into their own
selves as they “reach for the sky.”
Different children showing yoga
poses are included in the vibrant
and beautiful watercolor
illustrations.
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FAVORITE FIND
My family loves these adorable cottages
mini-shaped puzzles!  We enjoy them
while I am reading to the kids, or when
the they are having to wait for
something they are exciting to happen
(for example, when they are counting
the minutes to their playdate with a 
 friend) they are such fun small projects
to work on. From our 5 year old who
uses them while we play board games
that he doesn't want to join to grandma
when she comes over to everyone in
between.  Fun for all ages! See them
here

#IGMOM TRENDS

Find inspiration behind the  tag
#NATURECRAFTS you will be
amazed and impressed at some of
the projects but also will feel
inspired to try some at home with
the kids! we enjoy checking the tag
every now and then, it's so fun!

Join our new Affiliate team! 
The perks:  FREE resources for the 3-

month agreement and a unique to you
discount code that you can share with
friends, family, and your followers on

Social media. You must have a
minimum of 1k followers to participate.  

Email us at
cedarhillkids@outlook.com to

participate or ask questions
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Happy October

https://www.amazon.com/shop/cedar_hill_kids_homeschool?listId=3EBQ6O34RBPYM&ref=idea_share_inf

